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KANT, IMMANUEL (1724-1804). The study of
Nature and the wonders of creation has been t.he
passion and the life-work of many of the greatest
intellects since civilization dawned.
The study of the human body, too, has
employed anatomists, surgeons and scientists
for centuries, and their achievements have
brought human knowledge to a point where
we no longer marvel on seeing an X-ray photograph of our own bones and organs, or on
reading that. a man's life had been saved by a
surgeon massaging his heart.

KEATS, JoHN (1795- 1821). ~'Here lies one
whose name was writ in water." This is the
epitaph which the great English poet, John
K eats, wrote for himself in the melancholy days
when he felt his death approaching, and despaired of winning that fame for which he so
ardently longed. Keats lived only a litt le more
than 25 years; and his whole poetical career was
but seven years long, yet during this brief
period he wrote some of the greatest poems in
the English language, crowded with lines of
exquisite and haunting beauty.

Study of the Human Mind

Early Life Spent in London
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The average man can, however, follow, and
John Keats was the son of a livery-stable
understand, and, to a degree, participate in the keeper. He passed his early years, not close
researches of the experts in anatomy, but with to Nature as did most of our poets, but in the
regard to the study of the human mind the City of London, and yet in some marvellous
subject to which Immanuel Kant devoted his manner there was born in him an intense love
of beauty. "A thing of beauty is a joy for
truly wonderful intellect he is in the dark.
Even some who have sought to enlighten ever " is the :first line of his " Endymion,"
themselves regarding the phil~sophy of the and in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn," in which he
phenomena of intellect by reading the works seems indeed to have caught much of the ancient
of ·such men as Kant have utterly failed to Greeks' worship of beauty, he declares :
understand these writings. For example, take
Beauty is truth, truth beauty that is all
Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.
the following from Kant's " Critique of Pure
Reason'' : THE GRASS-GREEN SINGER OF THE TREE-TOPS
" If we abstract our internal intuition
of ourselves, and all external intuitions,
possible only by virtue of thls internal
intuition, and presented to us by our
faculty - of representation, and consequently take objects as they are in
themselves, then time is nothing."
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As a matter of fact, the person
who would read and understand
the philosophy of Kant must be
familiar with logic and metaphysics, and should really be able
to read him in the original German.
Kant was born at Konigsberg,
in East Prussia, April 22, 1724, and
died February 12, 1804. He was
the son of a saddler, and only by
the self-denial of his parents did Here is a Katydid, feeding contentedly on a leaf. Day and night he sits in
tree-tops, and by rubbing together a scraper and file mounted at the
he obtain an education. His whole thebase
of his wings, h~ makes the cheerful notes. which give him his name.
life was devoted to study, to his
lengthy ·writings on philosophy, and to his
Beauty was all in all to Keats. Unlike his
duties as lecturer and professor at the famous great contemporaries Shelley and W ordsw_o rth,
university of his native city.
. he had no desire to reform the world or to teach
KA TYDID. This is the name of a group of a lesson. He was content if by his magic power
American green grasshoppers, so called from he could make us see and hear and feel with our
their song, which sounds like Katy did, Katy own senses those marvellous forms and colours
didn't.
and sounds that his imagination produces.
Only the male katydids are the music makers.
Keats was apprenticed to a surgeon in early
The sound is produced by rubbing a scraper at youth, but his heart was elsewhere. ''I find
the base of one of the front wings across a file I cannot exist without Poetry," he said, " . . .
on the base of the other.
without Eternal Poetry." In 1816 h e became
Katydids are of a delicate green hue. The acquainted with Leigh Hunt, Benjamin Haydon,
hind-legs are the longest and strongest, which · the painter, and, through Hunt, with Shelley.
makes the katydid such a good jumper. (See In the following year he gave up his profession,
Grasshoppers.
and devoted the rest of his short life to poetry.
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